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1 Executive Summary 

The long-term objective of WP5 is to compile a database which provides a comprehensive, 

easy-to-use collection of legislative speeches and legislative documents covering all EU member 

countries, the most important EU institutions, as well as the United Kingdom and Israel. This 

comprehensive inventory, to be finalized by the end of the project, is the ParlLawSpeech database. 

This report reviews our progress in creating this database up until the 6thmonth of the project. The 

core product of this period is an inventory in the form of a spreadsheet which provides an 

overview of already existing collections of legislative texts. This sheet has the dimension of 157 

sources with 87 variables for speeches, and 139 sources with 91 variables for documents. We 

collected data from all available sources, such as parliamentary websites and secondary sources 

created by scholars or NGOs.  

The inventory also includes a codebook and server copy of the downloadable databases. We 

also evaluated and double-checked the quality and usability of these databases. In order to provide 

a well-rounded analysis, we also prepared a "country report" for all countries and institutions in 

the sample of at least two written pages. Serving as a general overview, we also wrote a 

comprehensive research note, which describes the sources we found, the scope and geographic 

coverage of the sources and their potential usefulness for the future ParlLawSpeech database (see 

excerpts in the Appendix). Finally, we created a website where our results are accessible in a user-

friendly way (see preview in Appendix). Our submission as Deliverable D5.1. comprises all the 

abovementioned documents.  

2 Inventory of the already existing legislative speech and text 

sources 

2.1 Technical information and introduction of the inventory  

The inventory is an online, living document which provides a collection of data sources. The 

inventory consists of five sheets (see Appendix A). The first sheet allows the reader to find 

technical information and a link to the codebook (see Appendix B). The second sheet gives an 

overview about the inventory in terms of the number of "importable" (directly usable in a software 

environment such as R or python) databases are accessible per country. The third and fourth pages 

present the core of our work. The third page is an inventory of legislative speeches, while the 

fourth one is an inventory of the legislative documents. Both sheets present our collection in at 

least 130x90 cells. We collected 87 different variables for the legislative speeches and 91 for the 

legislative documents. These variables are organized into six main groups: 1) country information, 

2) source database information, 3) file format and importability, 4) most important variables 

regarding the source database 5) quality and content of the available text corpora 6) accessibility 

and copyright. This information helps the reader to find out how the particular databases can be 

utilized in a research setting. It also provides an overview of the years covered, which kind of 

metadata is provided, and, therefore, allows for estimating the amount of work needed to integrate 

these sources into ParlLawSpeech or quantitative text analysis projects (i.e. it describes whether 

additional web scraping is needed or plain text is provided in a ready to use format). For all the 

variables a detailed explanation is given in the codebook (which runs for 31 pages).  

The last sheet of the inventory provides the link and a summary table for the server copies 

that we collected. Since many of the databases are not in a ready for use format, we uploaded only 

those corpora where it this possible without additional work (e.g. web-scraping). As a result, we 

uploaded 53 databases for legislative speeches and 25 for legislative documents, where the 

representation of different countries is quite diverse: there are countries for which 4-5 databases 

had been uploaded and there are many for which we couldn’t upload any).  

Country reports are meant to describe how well each of the countries’ legislative text corpora 

is covered by the sources, and how the most important variables can be extracted from the source 

databases. Country reports include a screener of the data view of the sources and a comparison of 

parallel sources’ variable availability. The number of written reports currently stands at 36 (see 

Appendix C.).  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1QxDBwIcEFSBPK6ZcjGmi2VL9JGmtC5O_UfZ6Fcl3Lfo/edit#gid=1390731436
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16SnQC1rPHkk9UoESYi1Lfgu4qpFE23TxKHR_4FJt9ho/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/136lvH_ZN9zcgeemn5uZNkvNNgjl1XR7e
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2.2 Coverage and extent of the collection  

One of the most important quality indicators of our work is the number of years covered by 

the collected data sources for each country. Figure 1.1 shows this regarding the secondary 

datasets.1 

 

Figure 2.1 GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE OF SECONDARY TEXT DATA CORPORA 

 

The length of the coverage shows our current results. Since there are many sources where 

the texts are not in ready to use format, the second phase of Work Package 5 will undertake the 

development of ParlLawSpeech based on these sources of varying quality. Figure 1.2 gives an 

overview about the accessibility of the secondary sources (as primary sources, for the most part, 

will not offer direct usability for research purposes).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Primary and secondary sources had been differentiated during the work process. We defined a source as primary 

if it was published by the legislative body itself or its official archive and secondary otherwise (published by 

researchers, NGO-s, etc.). 

Figure 2.2 SECONDARY DATASET AVAILABILITY OVER TIME 
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Appendix A – Layout of the Inventory 

The inventory is publicly available here. 
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Appendix B – Excerpt from the Codebook 

The codebook is publicly available here.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16SnQC1rPHkk9UoESYi1Lfgu4qpFE23TxKHR_4FJt9ho/edit#heading=h.rw5997pslyt
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Appendix C – Excerpt from a Country Report 

The country reports are publicly available here. 
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Appendix D – Preview of the website 

The pilot website is available here: www.christian-rauh.eu/opted-wp5-inventory.  

http://www.christian-rauh.eu/opted-wp5-inventory
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